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Comets are generally considered among the most pristine objects in our Solar
System. There have thus been significant efforts to understand these bodies. During
the past decades, we have seen significant progress in our theoretical understanding
of planetesimal/cometesimals (the precursors of comets) formation. Recent space
missions—such as ESA’s Rosetta mission to comet 67P/Churyumov-
Gerasimenko—have provided observations claimed by proponents of different
comet formation theories to validate their scenarios. Yet, no single formation
paradigm could be definitively proven. Given the importance of understanding
how the first bodies in our Solar System formed, we propose a dedicated mission
to address this issue. ORIGOwill deliver a lander to the surface of a cometary nucleus
where it will characterise the first five m of the subsurface. With remote sensing
instruments and the deployment of payload into a borehole, we will be able to study
the physico-chemical structure of ancient, unmodified material. The mission has
been designed to fit into the ESA M-class mission budget.
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1 Introduction

Comets are considered among the most pristine objects in our Solar System. They have
presumably formed beyond Neptune in a massive primordial disk of precursory bodies,
commonly referred to as planetesimals or comtesimals (e.g., Nesvorný, 2018, for a review
of the dynamics in the early Solar System). When Neptune migrated through that disk these
bodies were scattered into the current day Kuiper Belt—in particular the Scattered Disk—where
they have remained until recently (e.g., Nesvorný et al., 2016; Nesvorný, 2018). The Scattered
Disk is widely considered the reservoir of Jupiter family comets (Duncan et al., 2004; Duncan,
2008; Dones et al., 2015) before they enter the inner Solar System where they exhibit activity
driven by the sublimation of ices (in particular H20).
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Jupiter family comets (JFC) are the most easily accessible comets
for spacecraft missions and as such have been targeted over the past
three decades of space exploration. The first comet encounter was not
with a Jupiter family comet though, but 1P/Halley, visited by ICE
(Farquhar et al., 1985), Vega 1 & 2 (Sagdeev et al., 1985), Sakigake
(Hirao & Itoh, 1988), and Giotto (Reinhard, 1982). Subsequently, the
following JFCs were visited: 19P/Borrelly (Deep Space 1, Rayman,
2002), 81P/Wild 2 (StardustReichhardt, 1995), 9P/Tempel 1 (Stardust,
and Deep Impact, and Deep Impact, A’Hearn et al., 2005), 103P/
Hartley 2 (Deep Impact/EPOXI, act/EPOXI, A’Hearn et al., 2011), and

most recently 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimeko (Rosetta, Taylor et al.,
2017).

While our understanding has greatly improved (see Keller &
Kührt, 2020, for a review) many questions remain open. In
particular, the hope, that we might infer how comets formed has
not been fulfilled and proponents of conflicting formation scenarios
claim confirmation in the observations of these missions (Weissman
et al., 2020). Although significant progress has been made to
understand comet formation on the theoretical side (see Section 3),
we seem to have reached an impasse on what ground truths tell us on
which of the theories is correct.

We, therefore, propose that a dedicated and highly focused
mission is needed to address one of the most important questions
in planetary science: “How did comets form?”. Here we present the
concept ORIGO for an ESA M-class mission to address this very
question which is of paramount importance to understanding how
our, and other, planetary systems formed.

To achieve our objective, we argue that access to sub-surface
material is needed. This can be achieved by delivering a lander to the
surface of a comet. With remote sensing instruments and the
deployment of payload into a borehole (a.o. a borehole imager,
Kereszturi et al., 2022), we will be able to study the physico-
chemical structure of ancient, unmodified material.

We will lay out the scientific goals of this mission in Section 2 and
provide the necessary understating of the current state of knowledge of
formation theories in (Section 3) and how they can be tested (Section
4). Importantly, in Section 5 we will argue that undisturbed, pristine
material is still accessible in the shallow sub-surface of a cometary
nucleus.

As it stands, there are two paths to advance our understanding of
planetesimal formation: 1) through a sample return mission, and 2)
through a dedicated lander probing the subsurface, the latter of
which we advocate for here (Section 6). Finally, we will describe the
mission configuration (Section 7) and our strawman payload
(Section 8).

2 Scientific goals of the mission

The goal of ORIGO is to inform and challenge planetesimal
formation theories. Understanding how planetesimals form in
protoplanetary disks is arguably one of the biggest open questions
in planetary science. To this end, it is indispensable to collect ground
truths about the physico-chemical structure of the most pristine and
undisturbed material available in our Solar System. ORIGO seeks to
resolve the question of whether this icy material can still be found and
thoroughly analysed in the sub-surface of comets. Specifically, ORIGO
aims to address the following immediate science questions.

1. Were cometesimals formed by distinct building blocks such as e.g.
“pebbles”, hierarchical sub-units, or fractal distributions?

2. How did refractory and volatile materials come together during
planetesimal growth e.g. did icy and refractory grains grow
separately and come together later (Figure 1i), or did refractory
grains serve as condensation nuclei for volatiles (Figure 1ii)?

3. Did the building blocks of planetesimals all form in the vicinity of
each other (Figure 1A), or was there significant mixing of material
(Figure 1B) within the protoplanetary disk?

FIGURE 1
Sketch of the stratigraphy of a comet nucleus. Red colour
represents dry refractory material, and blue and yellow represent water
and CO2 ice respectively. The right-most column shows a column of
material with a top shallow layer of ice-free material. Below that we
expect a layer containing water ice and refractories, and below that a
layer also containing CO2. The centre column illustrates the amount of
material that can be removed during the high activity phase around
perihelion. Inlay panels (a) and (b) illustrate two possible particle
mixtures, one where the material has a similar composition (a) and the
other where particles differ significantly (b). Inlay panels (i) and (ii)
illustrate two possible mixtures of dust and ice, the first being an inter-
mixture of dust and ice particles (i), and the second an encapsulation of
dust particles by ice.
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To answer these questions ORIGO will deliver a lander to a comet
where we will characterise the first five m of the subsurface with a
combination of remote-sensing and payloads lowered into a borehole.
Our instruments will examine the small-scale physico-chemical
structure. This approach will allow us to address the following
objectives, each of which informs the respective science question
above.

A) Reveal the existence of building blocks of a cometary nucleus from
the (sub-)micron to metre scale by exploring unmodified material.

B) Determine the physical structure of these building blocks, in
particular, the size distribution of components and how
refractory and volatile constituents are mixed and/or coupled.

C) Characterise the composition of the building blocks by identifying
and quantifying the major ices and refractory components.

In the following we will discuss how addressing these objectives
will inform formation scenarios by reviewing the current state of
knowledge, detailing which predictions will be put to the test, and
where we will find the needed undisturbed material.

3 State-of-knowledge of planetesimal
formation

The leading hypotheses for how planetesimals formed from sub-
micron dust and ice particles in the proto-planetary nebula can be
classified into two groups (see, e.g., a recent review byWeissman et al.,
2020).

1) the hierarchical accretion of dust and ice grains to form
planetesimals (e.g., Weidenschilling, 1977; Kenyon & Luu, 1998;
Windmark et al., 2012a; b; Davidsson et al., 2016); and

2) the growth of so-called “pebbles”, which are then brought to gentle
gravitational collapse to form larger bodies by e.g. the streaming
instability (e.g., Goldreich & Ward, 1973; Youdin & Goodman,
2005; Johansen et al., 2007; Blum et al., 2017).

It is currently uncontested that collisions between small sub-
micron-sized dust and ice grains in the early proto-planetary
nebula cause them to stick to each other. This process allows
growth from the sub-micron up to the centimetre scale
(Weidenschilling, 1977; Dominik & Tielens, 1997; Blum & Wurm,
2000; 2008; Wada et al., 2008; 2009; Güttler et al., 2010; Zsom et al.,
2010; Blum et al., 2022). The upper limit of the growth depends on the
particle composition and location in the disk. At these larger sizes,
further growth is inhibited in most cases because collisions between
these larger dust particles result in fragmentation, bouncing, and
cratering, thus producing a “growth barrier” (Blum & Wurm, 2000;
Güttler et al., 2010; Zsom et al., 2010; Blum, 2018; Schräpler et al.,
2018).

The first scenario, hierarchical growth, circumvents this growth
barrier in different ways. For example, very small grains can grow into
very sticky agglomerates, which in turn can grow to much larger sizes
than described above (Ohtsuki, 2012; Kataoka et al., 2013).
Alternatively, collisions between particles with large mass ratios
allow some mass to be transferred from the small particle to the
larger one. Once objects have accreted to the 100-m scale they then

primarily grow by equal-sized collisions and gravitational binding (de
Niem et al., 2018).

In the second scenario, the growth barrier is overcome in one big
leap from centimetre-sized particles, usually referred to as pebbles, to
planetesimals. When pebbles are sufficiently concentrated within the
disk the pebble cloud can gently collapse under its own gravity.
Currently, the preferred and most-studied mechanism that can lead
to such a pebble concentration is the streaming instability (Youdin &
Goodman, 2005; Johansen et al., 2007; 2014; Wahlberg Jansson &
Johansen, 2014; Wahlberg Jansson & Johansen, 2014; Simon et al.,
2016; Schäfer et al., 2017; Simon et al., 2017; Wahlberg Jansson et al.,
2017; Yang et al., 2017; Abod et al., 2019). This scenario directly forms
large (up to 100 s of km) planetesimals (e.g., Simon et al., 2016; Schäfer
et al., 2017). It is currently unknown if comets come from the small
end of the formation size distribution or are fragments of larger
planetesimals.

The theoretical study of planetesimal formation has made
impressive advances in the past decade. But previous comet
missions, including Rosetta (Taylor et al., 2017) to comet 67P/
Churyumov-Gerasimenko, have provided proponents of both
scenarios with supporting evidence (Weissman et al., 2020).
Importantly though, it is a main motivating principle of this
mission to decide which scenario should be preferred, or if another
needs to be invoked.

4 Testing planetesimal formation
theories

The most straightforward discriminator between the two
formation scenarios described above is the predicted internal
structure. In particular, the respective building blocks are of very
different sizes and compositional heterogeneity. Hierarchical growth
occurs over a long time (millions of years) and results in an interior
dominated by heterogeneous metre-scale building blocks (Figure 1B).
The heterogeneity of the building blocks stems from the long
formation time which allows the mixing of building blocks from
different regions of the disk. The interior can be characterised as a
fractal aggregate interior (Donn & Hughes, 1986) or rubble pile
(Weissman, 1986). In particular, we would expect a size
distribution of components within the cometary sub-surface that
follows a power law (i.e., is scale invariant/fractal).

In contrast, the gravitational collapse of pebble clouds occurs fairly
quickly. This scenario leads to relatively homogeneous nuclei
(Figure 1A) with two porosity size scales: one on the length scale
of the grains (micron) and the other on the length scale of the
“pebbles” (cm) (e.g Skorov & Blum, 2012; Blum et al., 2017; Blum,
2018). The size distribution of components in this case would be
expected to be bi-modal (or multi-modal) rather than scale invariant.

Therefore, to discriminate between these formation scenarios it is
paramount to identify the building blocks of planetesimals (objective
A), determine their physical properties (objective B), and their
compositional heterogeneity (objective C).

Further, examining how refractories and ices are mixed within
these building blocks (objective B) will reveal how dust growth
occurred in the protoplanetary disk. For example, did refractory
material grow first and then upon crossing of ice lines condensate
volatile species around them (Figure 1ii), or did they grow together
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resulting in a more intimate mixture of the two components
(Figure 1i)?

Although accomplishing our objectives could definitively confirm
or reject a specific formation scenario, we should also recognise that
our findings might not validate any. This would in turn make our
measurements a key constraining factor and should inspire novel
formation theories at a time when numerical modellers are beginning
to be able to address such details more accurately. Crucially, the
properties of planetesimal building blocks need to be characterised by
the most pristine and undisturbed material.

5 Location of undisturbed material

A link between comets and planetesimals was first postulated by
Opik (1961) making comet nuclei the prime target to find the most
pristine, undisturbed material. They have been formed and stored in
the cold outer Solar System and thus their interiors have not been
significantly altered (Duncan et al., 1988; Levison & Duncan, 1997;
Dones et al., 2015; Nesvorný, 2018). Thermal processing of the near
sub-surface, and the potential origin of comets as collisional fragments
of large planetesimals appear to make it unlikely to find undisturbed
material close to the surface. As we will argue here, this is not the case.

First, the seasonal thermal skin depth for a comet that has entered
the inner Solar System such as comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko
lies at a depth of 1–2 m (Figure 1; Herny et al., 2021; Davidsson et al.,
2022). Second, studies have shown that breakups only alter a small
fraction of the body close to the surface through heating and
compaction (Jutzi & Michel, 2020). Thus, alterations are confined
to the near surface. A mechanism that can remove such processed
layers would subsequently reveal pristine material. This mechanism is
cometary activity. The erosion rate in certain regions of a comet
peaking at perihelion can be substantial (e.g., the Southern hemisphere
of comet 67P saw between 5 and 10 m of erosion; Figure 1) Herny
et al., 2021; Davidsson et al., 2022).

Furthermore, the sublimation fronts during perihelion activity are
located very close to the surface (within the first tens of centimetres
Herny et al., 2021; Davidsson et al., 2022). This is caused by the diurnal
erosion depth being larger than the diurnal skin depth (mm). The
seasonal erosion depth is larger than several seasonal thermal skin
depths, the location of the H2O sublimation front and likely even the
CO2 sublimation front.

Finally, the detection of CO activity at 67P (Morse et al., 2015;
Fougere et al., 2016; Gasc et al., 2017) indicates that this highly volatile
ice (free sublimation temperature of 26 K) has been retained and is
close to the surface indicating minimal thermal processing.

The prime landing site will thus be in an area that has experienced
high erosion (e.g., for comet 67P this is the southern hemisphere). This
ensures that the most pristine material is accessible within the first
50 cm from the surface.

6 The next step in cometary exploration

Because comets have been recognised as time capsules from the
early Solar System, multiple missions to these objects have been flown.
Europe, led by ESA, has become a leader in this field because of the
success of Giotto (Reinhard, 1987) and Rosetta (Taylor et al., 2017)
while also selecting Comet Interceptor as a fly-by mission to a

dynamically new comet (Snodgrass & Jones, 2019). Though
ORIGO would also be a mission to a comet, it should be
understood that it will be the first with the primary goal of
understanding the formation of these bodies rather than studying
their activity.

Retaining leadership in this field can follow one of two paths. The
first path is cryogenic or even non-cryogenic sample return.
Unfortunately at this point such a mission is well beyond the scope
of an ESA M-class mission. Second, significant leaps in our
understanding of the formation of the Solar System can be
achieved by a focussed mission to explore the sub-surface of a
comet in situ as we propose here. The Philae lander on Rosetta
(Ulamec et al., 2016; 2017) demonstrated that landing on a comet
is possible. While Philae did not achieve all its goals, the Rosetta
mission has provided us with sufficient information that a landing on
the nucleus is now associated with significantly reduced risk.

Furthermore, our mission is conceived to be complementary to
and not competitive with the science of a future sample returnmission.
Such a mission, e.g., the previously proposed CAESAR mission
(Squyres et al., 2018) to NASA’s New Frontiers programme, would
provide highly resolved chemical and isotopic information about
cometary material. But it would leave open the exploration of the
physical properties of cometary material and specifically the volatile-
refractory relationships. In this sense sample return and ORIGO
together would provide for a rather complete accounting of i) the
isotopic and chemical composition (sample return) and ii) the physical
structure (ORIGO) of the most pristine material in our Solar System.
Furthermore, ORIGO would provide crucial information about the
strength of cometary material which is an important property for
sample return. Yet, the strength of cometary material is still under
debate (Blum et al., 2006; Groussin et al., 2015). ORIGO will directly
measure this strength by drilling into the sub-suraface and thus inform
which possible sampling mechanisms are most effective for sample
return mission.

7 Mission configuration

Designing a comet mission to meet the scientific objectives within
an ESA M-class budget is extremely challenging. However, the senior
review committee noted “Given the undisputed relevance of a comet
sample return mission, advances in the technology of collecting and
storing cryogenic samples of cometary ices is highly recommended in
view of future missions”1. Our aim here is to provide high-quality
scientific results to a broad community in a European-led field while
demonstrating new techniques and technologies to facilitate a future
cryogenic sample return mission.

Our objectives can be addressed by a highly focused mission,
designed to cost, that attacks a critical question in planetary formation
theory that will not be addressed in any future NASA New Frontiers
sample return mission (i.e., similar to a re-submitted CAESAR). We
also note that missions such as CHopper and Chagall have been
proposed and determined to be technically and financially feasible
within the NASA Discovery programme with both mission concepts

1 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/voyage-2050.
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being more technically/financially challenging than what we
propose here.

The mission approach assumes a mother spacecraft (S-O, the O
standing for orbiter) and a lander (S-L, the L standing for lander).
Unlike Rosetta, S-O only has three functions. It must identify a landing
site, it must bring S-L to the target, and it must act as a data relay from
S-L to the ground. S-O itself only provides serendipitous science
returns and thus does not carry a science payload. S-L and its
capabilities are focused strictly on scientific objectives.

To simplify the mission profile, our target will be one of the short-
period comets that have already been the subject of reconnaissance.
We choose 9P/Tempel 1, 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, 103P/
Hartley 2, and 19P/Borrelly in order of priority. 9P is, at present,
the highest priority because it has a long rotation period and provides
higher reachability for a lander (incl. suitable landing area, safety, and
illumination conditions), allowing more straightforward operations.
Typically the delta-V required on the spacecraft is of the order of
1,500–2,000 m/s for such a mission based on previous studies.

We expect that the total dry mass can be constrained to 1,000 kg
with S-L contributing 250 kg. The higher mass of S-L with respect to
Philae (100 kg) reflects the focus on science and the need to ensure
successful landing and anchoring. We assume that the lander can
support up to 35 kg of payload (a payload to mass ratio of around 14%
which is reasonably conservative cf spacecraft B2 on Comet
Interceptor; Snodgrass & Jones, 2019). For operations purposes, we
assume an 8-year cruise followed by 4 months of mapping with the
navigation camera of S-O only, to allow gravity determination, spin
axis verification, and landing site selection. Experience from other
small body missions (e.g., Rosetta, Hayabusa 2, Hera) shows that a
standard navigation camera provides sufficient resolution (~ 25 cm/
px) and image quality for landing site selection, post-landing
monitoring, and lander identification.

The science objectives require access to the sub-surface. As drilling
(as well as most other mechanical actuation) will lead to
uncompensated angular momentum on the lander, some kind of
anchoring will be required as implemented on Philae. Despite
the failure of Philae’s anchors, the concept of firing individual
harpoons, connected to the lander with a re-tensionable tether is
still valid and should be re-considered in particular given that we
are now aware of the bulk density and porosity of cometary
material through Rosetta. The surface strength of pristine
cometary material is still under debate (and indeed one aspect
to be investigated in preparation for cryogenic sample return)
because of contradictory results from Rosetta instruments. But
strengths around 20 Pa on large scales and kPa on smaller
(lander) scales are supported by most observations (Groussin

et al., 2015; Vincent et al., 2015; Roll et al., 2016; Attree et al.,
2018) indicating that optimisation/improvement of the
anchoring approach can be made.

Other concepts for anchoring spacecraft or landers have been
studied and can be traded off. Short (tens of seconds) thruster firings
to push the lander downwards is an applicable concept during anchor
firing to compensate for a rebound. More (occasionally “exotic”)
concepts, including nails, grippers, self-opposing or even fluid
systems, on how to anchor a spacecraft to a low gravity body have
been published and deserve another critical survey. Following
deployment and successful landing, we envisage 4 months of
operation on the surface as the prime science phase. This may
include perihelion or near-perihelion operations. Once on the
surface, the lander will perform a set of activities based around the
following three elements listed in Table 1.

To access the most primitive material available, we must study
material either in the sub-surface of the nucleus (≥ 50 cm depth) or
extract from it. S-L must therefore facilitate this. A drill seems the least
destructive and most controllable approach Di Lizia et al. (2016);
Savoia et al. (2017). It should be noted that we avoid coring and use of
sample handling systems because we wish to inspect the cometary
material in loco thereby maintaining its integrity and minimising
volatile loss.

Various drilling systems have been proposed for applications on
comets (and/or asteroids), and all attempt to cope with the challenges
of designing for a poorly defined environment. Generally, a drill offers
maximum flexibility to penetrate the material of the widest range of
physical properties such as porosity, density or structural strength.
Considerable development has been put into the design of SD2 aboard
Philae Di Lizia et al. (2016), leading to experience that has been partly
re-used e.g., for the design of the ExoMars drill Re et al. (2008).
Drilling will likely be an important part of other missions, including
sample-return missions to asteroids and dwarf planets (Shi et al.,
2021), and the exploration of the Moon (Savoia et al., 2017). For
ORIGO at least four scenarios need to be studied.

1. Drill, remove the drill and lower payload(s) into the empty hole
2. Drill with some payload in the drill then retract and lower down the

additional payload
3. Drill with a fully integrated payload in the drill structure
4. Digging and/or scooping, subsequent deployment of the payload

onto the revealed surface

Drills and scoops have individual advantages and disadvantages. A
drill would allow access to deeper depths and could be combined with
scientific instruments (microscopic/borehole imager, Raman/LIBS,

TABLE 1 Surface activity of S-L once delivered to the surface by S-O.

Activity Properties Purpose Supported payload

Production of a borehole 2.5–3 cm diameter; ≥ 50 cm depth To investigate the stratigraphy of the surface layer. To
determine the structure of the material at high resolution

Microscope; Terahertz tomo-/
spectrograph; Raman/LIBS

Rotation of an instrument
suite on the lander

300° rotation. No significant time
constraint. Supporting several
instruments

To guarantee access of all payload elements to specific areas
surrounding the lander and to allow multiple instruments to
access the same area and/or the borehole

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR);
Panoramic cameras; Environmental
package

Scoop or scratch the
surface layer

A simple scoop or scraper on a
robotic arm

A contingency to expose sub-surface material in case of drill
failure

Scanning electron microscope (SEM);
Laser Ablation Mass Spectrometer
(LAMS)
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TABLE 2 Strawman payload of ORIGO and the associated measurements, expected mass and power. The second to last indicates the deployment location of the instruments either in the borehole (B), on scooped surface (S), or
remain on the lander (L). The last column specifies which science objective is addresses by the respective instrument. The list also indicate the priority of the payload from highest to lowest (objectives A/B, C, to context) and thus
provide potential descope options.

Instrument Measurements Mass, power Deployment Objective

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 100 nm scale imaging of physico-chemical structure 12 kg, 80 W (peak) S A/B

Borehole optical microscope (BOM) imaging at depth, 10 μm res., 5–10 mm FOV 1 kg, 15 W B A/B

Terahertz tomo-/spectrograph (THZ) imaging spectroscopy of ice-refractory mixtures at depth
(including possible 3D); 2 mm res.; ~ 50 mm FOV

4 kg (target), 10 W (target) B A/B

Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) 3 cm depth resolution (1–5 GHz) down to 5 m; variable antenna
position

2 kg, 10 W L A/B

Raman/LIBS (RLIBS) Determination of the chemical structure at 2 μm resolution 2 kg, 7.5 W B C

Laser Ablation Mass Spectrometer (LAMS) Determination of the local chemistry at m/dm > 300 between
1–300 amu

1.5 kg, 5 W (average) S C

Panoramic cameras (PanCam) Process monitoring and determination of surface context
through visible imaging

2 kg, 10–20 W (peak) depending on the number of cameras run
in parallel

S context

Environmental package (EP) Package of small sensors to provide context (T, p, mag. field,
dielectric properties, dust deposition, accelerometer)

3 kg, 4 W L context

Total mass 27.5 kg
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and a terahertz, .5-6 THz, spectrometer). This could be done by
integrating optics, optical fibres and antennas into the drill itself
(De Sanctis et al. (2017)). However, a borehole implementation
would be difficult with the proposed Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) and probably impossible with a Laser Ablation Mass
Spectrometer (LAMS). Previous studies have shown that a drill
would contribute 9 kg and 35 W (peak)/15 W (average).

A scoop would allow better access for the SEM and LAMS
instruments but only at a limited depth (past missions, e.g.,
Phoenix and Viking, have typically dug down to 20 cm. We
envisage here, 1-2 thermal skin depths or 5 cm). We consider it
necessary to incorporate both options (which have the advantage
of providing redundancy). The maintenance of the integrity of the
material to be studied by the payload is one of the key difficulties that
must be overcome for mission success. It is a requirement that the
sampling mechanism does not heat the material significantly. Slow
drilling reduces thermal impact. The approach must maintain the
microstructure of the material at the μm scale (the size range of the
fundamental monomers) and it would be highly desirable on cm scales
(the expected size of the primordial pebbles from the disk accretion
phase).

8 Payload

Our strawman payload is shown in Table 2. All science
instruments will be on S-L. The current total mass of the payload
is estimated at < 27.5 kg which allows at least 20% mass margin with
respect to the expected 35 kg that S-L can support (see above).

To achieve objectives A, B, and C a payload is required that can
cover several decades in spatial scales from sub-microns to metres.
Figure 2 summarises the payload and their resolution limits (lower
bound of the respective boxes) and fields of view (upper bounds of the
respective boxes). The payload can also be divided into three tasks: an
examination of the physical properties, examination of the chemical
properties, and characterisation and monitoring of the environment.

The lower bound of each box represents the resolution limit and
the upper bound field of view for each instrument. Orange boxes refer
to a payload that is examining the physical structure, blue boxes
payload dedicated to chemical analysis, and green boxes to payload
focused on characterising the environment.

The four primary instruments are the following. First, the highest
resolution data will be returned by the Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM). It will be deployed into the borehole and deliver both physical and
chemical information about the smallest scale structure. Second, a Borehole
Optical Microscope (BOM) will reveal information, amongst others, about
how particles are packed, and how the sub-surface matrix is constituted.
Third, a Terahertz tomo-/spectrograph (THZ) will provide measurements
of the spatial distribution and mixing of refractory and volatile material on
the mm-to cm-scales. Fourth, a high-frequency Ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) will sit on the lander. It will provide cm-resolution radar imaging of
the first 5 m below the landing site which will allow amongst others to
identify the stratigraphy and transition between desiccated and different
volatile enriched layers.

Two instruments are solely dedicated to retrieving the elemental
composition of the sub-surface material. We have chosen Raman
spectroscopy and Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) as
well as Laser Ablation/Ionisation Mass Spectrometer (LAMS) to
perform this task. Their prime task is to objective C.

Finally, it will be crucial to characterise andmonitor the landing site to
understand the environment within which all of the measurements are
taken. This will be achieved with a panoramic camera suite, which will not
only provide a 360° view of the landing site but also feature a downward-
facing camera to capture the landing site during the landing and post-
landing phase. It will also include an upward-facing camera to catch any
potential activity above the lander. The lander will also be equipped with
an Environmental Package consisting of small sensors to measure, for
example, the temperature and gas pressure at the landing site, the amount
of dust deposition onto the lander, and the dielectric properties of the near
subsurface. These sensors will be attached to the lander and its landing
gear to allow surface contact when needed.

The orbiter (S-O) will be required to carry a high-resolution
navigation camera for landing site selection, an S-O to S-L
communication link, and lander support hardware (i.e., ejection
system). An ultra-stable oscillator (USO) is considered to be highly
useful for near-nucleus navigation and could provide additional science.

9 Payload development

To achieve our stated mission goals a payload suite (Table 2) is
needed that includes instruments that currently have low Technology

FIGURE 2
The ORIGO strawman payload and associated spacial scales are shown in this graphic: Scanning electron microscope (SEM), Borehole optical
microscope (BOM), Terahertz tomo-/spectrograph (THZ), Ground-penetrating radar (GPR), Raman/LIBS (RLIBS), Laser Ablation Mass Spectrometer (LAMS),
Panoramic cameras (PanCam), and Environmental package (EP). The instrument details are summarized in Table 2.
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Readiness Level (TRL). Therefore, a development of instruments
associated with respective funding is needed in the coming years to
bring these instruments to TRL 5. We will discuss the most important
investment needs in the coming years.

The scanning electron microscope is one of the key instruments
that requires further development. Currently, there is an SEM named
Mochii available from a Seattle-based startup company called Voxa
(Martinez et al., 2019). Mochii was flown to the ISS in 2020 (Own et al.,
2020) and can therefore be considered TRL 5. For ORIGO an SEM
would need additional development. For example, the instrument
could be significantly simplified for cometary applications because it
would not require a vacuum chamber (the comet’s surface is already at
vacuum conditions).

Broadband THz spectroscopy in the .5-6 THz range is a relatively new
technique that is advancing rapidly. There are already commercial
suppliers of laboratory devices that can be used to study material at a
resolution of < 100 micron. However, our knowledge of reflection/
transmission properties of dirty ices remains limited. Currently, work
is focused on understanding the most effective way to study material (in
reflection, in transmission, angular distribution of reflectance, spatial
resolution, etc.,). Raising the TRL via additional laboratory studies and
development of simple prototypes is clearly necessary. We also note that
currently the transmitter and receiver are separate. Development of
transceivers is in progress which could reduce complexity.

The ORIGO Ground-penetrating radar (O-GPR) is a High
Frequency Radar (1–5 GHz) with full polar capability to support
deep structure characterisation. Optimised to operate at close
distance to the surface, the radar benefits from a full-deramp
architecture with slow CW modulation and limited transmitted
power. The Tx- and the Rx-antennas are implanted on a 1-m
boom while the rotation of the platform is providing diversity of
observation geometries and synthetic aperture capabilities. The
addition of an Rx-antenna accommodated on the platform
provides bistatic capacities, thereby improving resolution. The
instrument is inheriting from Wisdom/Exomars Rover (TRL 9)
(Ciarletti et al., 2017) and Chimera (Herique et al., 2019) as
redesigned in the frame of the NEOMAPP H2020 study (TR5).
With regard to these instruments, the O-GPR electronics requires a
partial redesign for an enlarged bandwidth (1–5 GHz). The selected
architecture is validated: A first breadboard has been validated and no
difficulties have been identified at design nor component level. The
Vivaldi antenna system (Plettemeier et al., 2009) is a scaled version of
the Wisdom one.

The RLIBS has significant space heritage. This includes ChemCam
(only LIBS) aboard Curiosity Rover (Fabre et al., 2011), SuperCam
aboard Perseverence Rover (Manrique et al., 2020), ExoMars RLS
(Raman only; Veneranda et al., 2021), and RAX - the small Raman
spectrometer developed for MMX Rover (Cho et al., 2021). The
same is true for the LAMS, which has heritage from the Phobos-
Grunt Mission (Managadze et al., 2010) and Luna-Glob
(Chumikov et al., 2021). Thus, the instruments to meet
objective C already have high TRL and therefore will not need
significant development.

The PanCam also has significant hardware heritage. Similar
systems have flown on Rosetta’s Philae (CIVA, and ROLIS;
Bibring et al., 2007a; Mottola et al., 2007), on Hayabusa II
(MASCOT MasCam Jaumann et al., 2017), and were developed
and built for the Rosalind Franklin PanCam (Coates, 2019). The
necessary modifications would likely include a new sensor board

to allow for a new-generation CMOS detector. Furthermore, some
minor development would be needed on the data and
commanding interface and to the power supply.

The Environmental Package (EP) is conceived as a multi sensor
package for in situmeasurements to investigate the physical properties
of the surface, soil and subsoil and the environment of the comet. The
parameters that could be measured are.

1) Surface temperature, thermal conductivity and inertia to
investigate steady and transient thermal properties (e.g., by
heating resistor cells, drilling operations).

2) Surface strength, material density, cohesion, porosity, particle size
distribution and layering to assess the mechanical properties of
comet’s material.

3) Electrical properties such as soil permittivity, conductivity, electric
field, discharges and dust electrification.

4) Monitoring dust and volatiles to investigate comet’s environment
and possible activity.

Taking advantage from previous in situ missions (e.g., Rosetta/
Philae at the comet 67P (Bibring et al., 2007b; Biele & Ulamec, 2009),
Hayabusa II/MASCOT (Ho et al., 2017) for asteroid sample return,
Cassini/Huygens at Titan (Lebreton & Matson, 2003), ExoMars/
Schiaparelli (Esposito et al., 2018; Ball et al., 2022) and InSight
(Banerdt et al., 2020) at Mars), various types of sensors could be
proposed to perform measurements at different sites of the lander
(e.g., on the lander’s feet, within the drill, etc.,) and depths. The flexible
structure of the EP allows for the integration of multiple sensors served
by a common electronics and data management unit. Although the
heritage from instrumentation flown in previous in situ missions
grants a high TRL for the sensors to be included into the EP, new
technological development could be envisaged for developing new
types of measurements, sensor miniaturisation and performance
improvement.

There is a significant heritage of drilling systems for comets. SD2 on
Rosetta demonstrated the technology in the operative environment (Di
Lizia et al., 2016), even though it was not possible to perform all the
planned operations. The drill had a vertical translational degree of
freedom (DoF) to reach the comet surface and thus the selected
drilling site, which could be the basis for further technological
development to increase the TRL of a multiple-hole technology.
Multiple drilling locations would increase the scientific return of the
proposed mission, but consistent development steps are required since
there are no relevant demonstrations of the technology. The Ma_MISS
instrument on the ExoMars Drill demonstrates the possibility of
integrating scientific instruments directly in a drill. Further
improvements are necessary to allow the possibility to accommodate
bigger instruments, ensuring the required connections for power and data
without degrading the performance of the drill. The required
development steps face both the miniaturisation of the instruments
and, as mentioned, the connection between the instruments on the
lander and their probes on the drill.

10 Conclusion

How comets formed remains a crucial open question in planetary
science. Answering this question will allow us to understand how our,
and other, planetary systems formed.
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Although significant advances to understanding comet formation
have beenmade on the theoretical side, we still lack the definitive proof
to decide between conflicting theories. We therefore believe that a
highly focused and dedicated mission is needed to prove ground truths
and perform unambiguous measurements that can disentangle
formation theories. This concept was designed to fit into the ESA
M-class mission program.

The objectives of the ORIGO mission are to 1) understand if
cometesimals are formed by distinct building blocks such as e.g.,
“pebbles”, hierarchical sub-units, or fractal distributions; 2) determine if
refractory and volatile materials came together during planetesimal growth
e.g., did icy and refractory grains grow separately and come together later, or
did refractory grains serve as condensation nuclei for volatiles; and 3)
examine if the building blocks of planetesimals all formed in the
vicinity of each other, or if there was significant mixing of
material within the protoplanetary disk. These objectives can
be met by delivering a lander to the surface of a cometary nucleus.

Once at the surface, the lander will produce a borehole into which
different instruments (scanning electron microscope, borehole optical
imager, Terahertz tomo-/spectrograph, Raman/LIBS) will be lowered
to examine the physico-chemical structure of pristine material. These
measurements will be complemented by a high-frequency ground
penetrating radar and a Laser AblationMass Spectrometer. Panoramic
cameras and an environmental package will deliver the key context of
the landing site.

By providing in-situ and remote sensing measurements of the
most pristine material remaining in our Solar System ORIGO will
directly constrain the earliest phases of planet formation when the
precursors of comets formed.
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